
REQUEST FOR EXPRESSIONS OF INTEREST 
 

AFRICAN DEVELOPMENT BANK 
Avenue Joseph Anoma, 01 B.P. 1387, Abidjan, CÔTE d'IVOIRE 

Quality Assurance Division 
E-mail: K.ZADI@AFDB.ORG  

 

Expressions of interest are being requested for a Consultant Position 

Brief description of the Assignment: Quality Assurance Consultant 
Department issuing the request: Operations Committee Secretariat and Quality Assurance 
Place of assignment: Home based 
Duration of the assignment: 3 months 
Tentative Date of commencement: 11 December 2017 
Detailed Terms of reference for the assignment: (See below) 
Deadline for applications: 27 November 2017 
Applications to be submitted to: o.shingiro@afdb.org and h.hmaidi@afdb.org 
Any questions and requests for clarifications may be sent to: o.shingiro@afdb.org and h.hmaidi@afdb.org 
 
Terms of Reference for: Consultancy in quality assurance 
 
1. Introduction / Background 
 
Last year, the Bank approved the Bank’s Development and Business Delivery Model (DBDM), a new 
development model designed to increase the Bank’ development impact by introducing a more effective 
and efficient delivery model. Management highlighted the need to seek ways to speed up execution while 
maintaining high standards of quality and portfolio performance. 

Since 2010, to enhance quality along the project cycle, the Bank, through the Quality Assurance Division, 
progressively put in place an integrated project rating system with a standardized results-based logical 
framework (RBLF) used as the backbone for planning, tracking and reporting operational results. Every 
public sector operation is rated (i) at-entry through the Readiness Review (RR), (ii) during implementation 
through the Implementation Progress and Results Report (IPR) and (iii) at exit through the Project 
Completion Report (PCR). This evaluation system is unique among Multilateral Development Banks: it is 
integrated along the cycle, systematic, harmonized, results-focused and evidence-based.  

 
2. Objectives of the Assignment 

 
The Quality assurance Division (SNOQ.2) will recruit a consultant to work collaboratively with staff in the 
Division and Department as a whole in undertaking of tasks within its mandate. These would include 
among others, the preparation of the Quality Retrospective Report and the finalization of the Results Based 
Logical framework Guidelines.  

 
3. Main activities and deliverables  

 

 The Quality Retrospective Report  

 Review and contribute to the RBLF Guidelines 
 
 
4. Administration/reporting  

 
The consultant will report to the Division Manager, Quality Assurance 

 
5. Duration of the assignment 
 
3 months over a 4 month period. 
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6. Qualifications and Experience required   
The Consultant will have at least a Master’s degree in Economics, Business Administration, Public 
Sector/Administration, and Policy Analysis, Finance or any other related discipline. In addition, the 
Consultant shall have at least 10 years of proven relevant work experience in development cooperation 
gained in an International Organization including experience related to international project design, 
development issues, implementation and evaluation and application of results-based approaches. Excellent 
analytical skills with an orientation to detail; experience in distilling critical qualitative and quantitative 
information from complex data to inform programme performance, learning and quality improvements. S/he 
will have excellent written communication skills in English and/or French.  

 
Please attach an updated Curriculum Vitae on the basis of the template below: 
 

MODEL CURRICULUM VITAE (CV) 

 
Title of the Assignment:  
Department: 
Surname:        First Name: 
Birth Date:       Nationality: 
Address:       Country: 
Telephone:       E-mail: 
 

Are any of your family members (spouse/partner, father/mother, 
Brother/sister, Son/daughter, etc.° employed in the African 
Development Bank?  

Yes  No   
If « Yes », the 
following data must be 
provided 

Name Relationship Organisation Unit Place of Assignment 

    

    

 

Language 
Level 

Read Written Spoken 

English  Fair 
 Good 
 Excellent 

 Fair 
 Good 
 Excellent 

 Fair 
 Good 
 Excellent 

French  Fair 
 Good 
 Excellent 

 Fair 
 Good 
 Excellent 

 Fair 
 Good 
 Excellent 

Other (specify)   Fair 
 Good 
 Excellent 

 Fair 
 Good 
 Excellent 

 Fair 
 Good 
 Excellent 

 
Key Qualifications: 
 
Please provide (i) a summary of your experience and training highlighting the most relevant for the 
proposed assignment, and (ii) the responsibilities which you exercised. Utilise one half-page maximum. 
 
Education (University Level and above only): 
  

Name of University - City - 
Country  

Period   Diploma Obtained Main Topic / Major 
 

  From To        

     

     

     

     



 
Professional Training: 
 

Name of Training 
Institution- City - 
Country  

Type of Training 

 

Period  Certificates or Diploma 
Obtained 

  From From  

     

     

     

     

 
Employment Record: 
 
Begin with your most recent employment.  For each job since your Master Degree achievement, please 
indicate: 
- Name of the Employer 
- Type of Activity/Business of the Employer 
- Title / Function 
- Place of Employment 
- Brief Description (three lines maximum) of main accomplishments and responsibilities   
 
Reference: 
 
Please indicate the name and address of three persons with no family relationship with yourself, familiar 
with your character and titles. 
  
I hereby certify that the responses which I provided above are all, to the best of my knowledge, true, 
complete and accurate. I acknowledge that an inaccurate statement or essential omission in a personal 
declaration or another document required by the African Development Bank might result in the rejection of 
my application, termination of my Contract or any other administrative sanction by the Bank. The African 
Development Bank may verify any statements which I made in this application. 
 
Date: ____________ 
 
Signature :   
 
 
 

TERMS OF REFERENCE 
 

QUALITY ASSURANCE CONSULTANT – SNOQ.2 
 
BACKGROUND 
Last year, the Bank approved the Bank’s Development and Business Delivery Model (DBDM), a new 
development model designed to increase the Bank’ development impact by introducing a more effective 
and efficient delivery model. Management highlighted the need to seek ways to speed up execution while 
maintaining high standards of quality and portfolio performance. 

Since 2010, to enhance quality along the project cycle, the Bank, through the Quality Assurance Division, 
progressively put in place an integrated project rating system with a standardized results-based logical 
framework (RBLF) used as the backbone for planning, tracking and reporting operational results. Every 
public sector operation is rated (i) at-entry through the Readiness Review (RR), (ii) during implementation 
through the Implementation Progress and Results Report (IPR) and (iii) at exit through the Project 
Completion Report (PCR). This evaluation system is unique among Multilateral Development Banks: it is 
integrated along the cycle, systematic, harmonized, results-focused and evidence-based.  

 



OBJECTIVES OF THE CONSULTANCY 
The Quality assurance Division (SNOQ.2) will recruit a consultant to work collaboratively with staff in the 
Division and Department as a whole in undertaking of tasks within its mandate. These would include 
among others, providing support to the Quality Retrospective Report and the finalization of the Results 
Based Logical framework Guidelines. Specific duties and responsibilities are outlined hereunder:  

 
1. Quality Retrospective Report  

 
The consultant will deliver the Quality Retrospective Report, which will include the analysis of QA tools. The 
consultant will contribute to the preparation of knowledge products on QA and will advise on 
communication and dissemination tools for QA products.  
 
SNOQ is planning to launch a retrospective report that will cover trends, progress and challenges of public 
sector operations quality, using the Readiness Reviews undertaken during the year, but also IPRs and 
PCRs. This annual assessment will use quantitative and qualitative analysis to provide staff and 
management information on the overall quality at entry, during implementation and at exit. It will identify 
common challenges and make relevant recommendations to help improve the quality of future operations. 
 

2. Results Based Logical framework Guidelines  
 

The consultant will contribute to the finalization of the Results Based Logical framework (RBLF) user guide. 
The guide has three objectives: firstly, to allow Task managers to have a common understanding of what is 
a logical framework and its components; secondly, to reinforce the capacity of Bank experts in the design 
and the best formulation of a theory of change; and lastly, to equip the projects (both public and non-
sovereign operations) with good logical frameworks. The consultant must refer to the Concept note for this 
purpose. 
 
EXPECTED DELIVERABLES 

 the Quality Retrospective Report  
 

 Review and contribute to the RBLF Guidelines 
 
 
QUALIFICATIONS AND SKILLS 
The Consultant will have at least a Master’s degree in Economics, Business Administration, Public 
Sector/Administration, and Policy Analysis, Finance or any other related discipline. In addition, the 
Consultant shall have at least 10 years of proven relevant work experience in development cooperation 
gained in an International Organization including experience related to international project design, 
development issues, implementation and evaluation and application of results-based approaches. Excellent 
analytical skills with an orientation to detail; experience in distilling critical qualitative and quantitative 
information from complex data to inform programme performance, learning and quality improvements. S/he 
will have excellent written communication skills in English and/or French.  

 
DURATION AND PAYMENT MODALITIES 
The duration of assignment will be for three months over the period of 11th December 2017 to 10 April 2018. 
Payment of honorarium will be on a monthly basis after satisfactory execution of duties assigned. 
 
 

 

 


